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This paper presents the scan-line algorithm which

has been implemented on the Lisp Machine. The scan-line

algorithm resides beneath a library of primitive software

routines which draw more fundamental objects: lines,

triangles and rectangles. This routine, implemented in

microcode, applies the A(BC)*D approach to word boundary

alignments in order to create an extremely fast,

efficient, and general purpose drawing primitive.

The scan-line algorithm improves on previous

methodologies by limiting the number of CPU intensive

instructions and by minimizing the number of words

referenced. This paper will describe how to draw

scan-lines and the constraints imposed upon the scan-line

algorithm by the Lisp Machine's hardware and software.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Interactive graphics programming is fast

becoming a very specialized field within the field of

computer science. Many major advancements have been

made in the last ten years. These advances include more

specialized hardware architectures, faster and more

efficient software, and more integrated programming

environments (Moon, Stallman, and Weinrob 1984). These

improvements have been felt in many areas of systems and

applications programming, especially graphics primitives

programming.

Two areas impacting the graphics primitives

programmer are the areas of display technologies and the

programming environment. In the past ten years,

graphics programmers have seen the prices of memory drop

and the complexity of hardware increase. What used to

be a simple operating system which allowed programmers

1
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to manage their hardware resources are now full, robust

programming environments which manage the complex

hardware resources for the programmer.

A computer system's efficiency begins with the

architectural layout and the design of the primitive

routines. One very powerful architecture is in the Lisp

Machine, which is built upon a collection of complex

primitives in support of a Lisp operating system. This

design made the Lisp Machine a leading edge technology

in the field of general purpose artificial intelligence

workstations.

The purpose and scope of this paper is to

present one approach for programming computer graphics

primitives on the Lisp Machine. The culmination of this

effort is the development of a common graphics primitive

algorithm which is used by all but a few special purpose

graphics routines. This extremely fast, efficient,

primitive routine is called the scan-line algorithm.

The scan-line algorithm provides a methodology

for applying a source array into a destination array in

support of data management for interactive computer
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graphics. The primary benefit of the scan-line

algorithm is to support a collection of microcode

graphics primitives by supplying a common algorithmic

solution for drawing screen image data.

The design constraints imposed upon the graphics

primitives programmer by the hardware and software

architectures will be discussed in chapter 2. In

chapter 3, I will present the methodology I developed

for drawing scan-lines, the scan-line algorithm, and the

supporting subroutines used by the scan-line algorithm.

Finally, I will conclude in chapter 4 with a brief

summary of the programming techniques used to achieve

the speed and performance of the scan-line algorithm.



CHAPTER 2

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE CONSTRAINTS

As with any programming discipline, graphics

programming must operate within a set of limitations,

both hardware and software. Many special purpose

graphics functions can be implemented to run much faster

in a system with special purpose hardware than in an

average system with special purpose software (Bier and

Stone 1986). However, the design and development of

this special purpose hardware is usually cost

prohibitive. Also, since hardware platforms vary in the

amount and type of special purpose hardware provided,

the primitive software routines between these platforms

are often incompatible.

While the portability of actual software is

impractical, the algorithms used to describe the flow of

control can be applied across these different hardware

platforms. The following sections describe: modern

4
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bit-mapped raster display technology, the hardware

features available to the graphics programmer, and the

limitations of both hardware and software on the Lisp

Machine.

Display Technology

Early computer graphics systems made extensive

use of vector storage displays because they were more

cost effective than bit-mapped raster displays, which

required extensive amounts of expensive memory.

However, graphics programmers wanted greater control of

what was displayed on the screen, and they wanted the

display to be flicker free.. The development of the

raster scanning display provided a direct mapping of

memory to the picture elements (pixels) on the screen,

greater control of the display, and a ''refresh'' cycle

to prevent annoying flicker (Foley and Van Dam 1983).

The first raster type cathode ray tube (CRT)

displays were adapted from television technologies and

used small, simple memory maps for storing character

description information. When used in conjunction with
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small digital buffers, these displays used their

bit-maps as character look-up tables and were called

character-mapped terminals. Since character-mapped

CRT's could display text within a fixed row and column

structure on the screen, they provided an adequate

replacement for teletype terminals. The graphics

capability of character mapped CRT displays was limited

to the character's bit-mapped representation which could

be loaded into their random access memories (RAM).

Today, graphics programmers have access to

bit-mapped raster displays which allow them greater

control over individual pixels than previous systems.

Bit-mapped displays also used digital buffers and a

memory map to display the screen image data, but the

character lookup tables of the character-mapped display

have been replaced by a picture element memory map or

pixmap. The pixmap correlates or maps each pixel on the

screen with a discrete memory location. For a black and

white display, each pixel is mapped to one bit of

memory. For color and gray-scale displays, each pixel

is mapped to a byte or a word of memory. It is not

k ,
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uncommon for pixmaps to require several megabytes of

memory for storing image data (Foley and Van Dam 1983).

Figure 2.1: Electron beam scanning on a Raster Display

The raster display utilizes a sweeping electron

beam to trace a horizontal scan-line from left to right

on the screen, and the scan-lines are drawn from top to

bottom as in Figure 2.1. The raster display, like the

vector display, displays the screen image on the

phosphorus coated plate of the CRT; however, the raster

display uses a much faster decay rate. To prevent a

visible flicker to the human eye, special purpose

hardware is used to refresh the fast decaying phosphorus
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screen from 30 to 60 times per second.

Hardware Features And Limitations

As seen in Figure 2.2, there are four main

pieces of hardware involved in a computer graphics

system: the central processing unit (CPU), the display

processing unit (DPU), the display device and the input

device (Foley and Van Dam 1983). For the purpose of

this paper the input device is not relevant, therefore

it will not be discussed.

Central Processing Unit Operations

The central processing unit is responsible for

most of the operations in a computer system. Among

other things, the CPU moves data from one location to

another, executes micro instructions and associated

operations, and maintains the flow of instruction

execution. The following subsections discuss some

features and operations provided by the Lisp Machine

which are beneficial to the graphics programmer.
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Figure 2.2: A typical interactive graphics system.
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Data Movement

The CPU is responsible for the movement of all

data within the computer system. In modern computer

architectures, the most common reason for moving data

from one location to another is to implement virtual

memory. Virtual memory is a computer design technique

in which programs produce addresses that are mapped into

physical memory addresses, so that program addresses may

be for a memory that is much larger than physical memory

(Stone 1980). Physical memory is the random access

memory (RAM) which has actual hardware support. The CPU

can only read the data that resides in physical memory.

The CPU accomplishes this by using a technique called

paging. Large programs or data segments are broken up

into small areas called blocks or pages, and only the

active pages of each program or data segment are brought

into physical memory (from a random access storage

device like a disk drive) at any specific time. The

CPU's address space is thus theoretically increased to

the size of the virtual address space without increasing
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the size of physical memory. On the Lisp Machine,

virtual memory is implemented in microcode with the aide

of special purpose hardware. Every read and write, to

and from memory, is a virtual memory access. Each

virtual memory access (VMA) may be interrupted by a page

fault or other interrupt causing a delay in data

retrieval.

When data and the virtual memory system are

heavily intertwined at the microcode level, virtual

memory accesses can slow the graphics process. By

making use of efficient structures like arrays, the Lisp

Machine can circumvent some of the paging time and

perform graphics more productively. Large data arrays

encompassing many pages of data may be pre-paged from

disk into physical memory prior to processing the array.

Once the data is in physical memory, the CPU can read

the data into internal registers for processing, and

modify it in many different ways before writing the data

back out to virtual memory. On the Lisp Machine,

graphics data is written out to a portion of virtual

memory which maps to the physical memory of the display
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processing units screen array (pixmap) (Moon, Stallman,

and Weinrob 1984).

Pipelined Execution

Another feature of the Lisp Machine's hardware

is a pipelined execution instruction stream. The pipe

is two instructions deep; while one instruction is being

executed, the next instruction is being fetched in

parallel. The two stage pipeline serves two functions:

it provides for a next-instruction-modify operation, and

it can save a machine cycle during function calls and

branching operations.

Arithmetic Operations

Although most CPU's provide several arithmetic

operations, not all machines provide the same set.

Graphics programmers use arithmetic logic unit (ALU)

operations as arguments to primitive graphics

instructions.
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The most common ALU operations used in computer

graphics are the exclusive-or (xor) and the store

(seta). Graphics operations make use of the xor

operation because it can be used to ''undraw'' an object

by executing the original draw operation again. This

technique does not work in all instances, but for most

applications it does provide an easy method for object

removal. The seta operation is used to store the source

data array in the destination array. Other ALU

operations like and, or, inclusive-or, setz and seto are

also used frequently. The andca operation stores the

complement of the source data array in the destination

array and is representative of the more obscure

operations available to the graphics programmer on the

Lisp Machine.

Byte Instructions

The byte instructions provided in the Lisp

Machine microcode instruction set are very powerful. On

the Lisp Machine, a byte is some number of bits greater
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than one and less than the size of a word. A byte has

two attributes which form the byte field specifier

(PPSS), denoted by a four digit octal number. The two

most significant digits are the byte position and the

least two significant digits are the byte length.

The power of three byte instructions comes from

the fact that each instruction takes only one machine

cycle to execute. Most conventional hardware would have

to execute several shifts and store temporary values to

produce the same results.

t
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Instruction Modify Register

The instruction modify (IMOD) register provides

variable control of instruction execution for the

microcode programmer. When loaded with data, the IMOD

register places the data in the same location in the

next sequential microcode instruction. For example, the

IMOD register can be used to insert a run-time variable

into the byte field specifier slot of a load byte

instruction. This is accomplished by loading the data

into the proper position in the IMOD register with one

instruction. The next instruction (the load byte

instruction) will receive the new data automatically

during the next machine cycle. This operation allows

the byte instruction to be data driven and dynamically

change the size or position of the source byte being

loaded. This ability is most useful when selecting

branching options, or shifting and rotating sizes in

byte instructions.
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Branch and Call Functions

The branch and call instructions on the Lisp

Machine differ from other hardware implementations

because -their usage is closely coupled with the

implementation of the two-stage pipeline. When an

instruction is invoked, the next sequential instruction

in the pipeline has already been fetched into the

instruction register. On a normal call or branch

instruction, the extra instruction will not be executed.

This instruction is considered a no-operation (no-op)

instruction and uses one machine cycle. On

non-pipelined hardware systems, this no-op instruction

occurs naturally since the program counter takes one

machine cycle to update.

The Lisp Machine attempts to salvage this no-op

instruction by making use of the pipelined instruction

fetch routine. An option exists on the Lisp Machine

which allows branch and call instructions to be coded so

the next (pre-fetched) instruction will be executed

while the program counter is being addressed and updated
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for the branch or call instruction. This duplicity of

the machine's state occurs only when an execute-next

operand has been set in the branch or call instruction.

If the execute-next operand is not included in the

instruction, the pre-fetched instruction will be

no-oped, and a machine cycle will be wasted.

The Display Processing Unit

The display processing unit translates a digital

pixmap into an analog signal and feeds it to the display

device. The central processing unit provides data from

its virtual memory to the display processing unit's RAM

which is read at a constant rate and converted into an

analog signal. The signal is locked with a

synchronizing pulse to control the horizontal and

vertical retrace of the display device's scanning

electron beam. This composite video signal is output to

the display hardware for viewing.
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The Display Device

The display device is simple in design and

function as seen in Figure 2.3. The purpose of the

display hardware is to display a visual image of the

pixmap data in the display processing unit's physical

memory. The display device receives a composite video

signal from the display processing unit and breaks it up

into its constituent components: horizontal retrace,

vertical retrace, and video signal. The retrace signals

are passed to the deflection yokes on the CRT to control

the raster beam both horizontally and vertically. The

synchronized video signal is passed to the CRT's cathode

which generates the electron beam. The result is a

viewable image on the CRT screen.

Hardware Limitations

The architectural design of a hardware system

often places limitations on the microcode software

organization. If hardware were designed differently,

many of these limitations would not exist. Some
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Figure 2.3: Display device architecture.

hardware limitations of the Lisp Machine which affect

the graphics primitives include the limited number of

scratch pad registers, the lack of temporary storage

within the stack frame, and a read-modify-write hardware

implementation.

Scratch Pad Registers

In any computer system, hardware resources are

finite and limited. The amount of available memory, the

number of formal arguments, instruction storage space,
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and the machine's processing speed are all constraints

programmers must work within. The Lisp Machine is a

microcode based engine architecturally tuned to evaluate

and execute the Lisp language. Unfortunately, it

doesn't have enough scratch pad registers. Registers

are a valuable resource to the microcoder and are the

primary method for storing local variables within a

microcode routine.

To those unfamiliar with this computer

architecture, Lisp Machine microcode registers are

similar to the internal registers of the Motorola 68000

or the Intel 80386 (Skrable 1982). These systems use an

array of about a dozen registers. The programmer can

usually choose whether the registers will be used for

scratch pad data, arithmetic operations, or function

calling and branching. In some systems, the registers

used for arithmetic operations are mutually exclusive

from those used for branching or stack operations.

Microcoded computer systems contain a microcode

instruction sequencer to control the execution of the

instruction fetch routine, the function call routines,
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and some of the more complex arithmetic operations like

multiply and divide. Since the Lisp Machine is a

microcoded symbolic processor, it has more software

routines at this level than more conventional

architectural systems and could use more scratch pad

registers.

Stack And Conventional Architectures

Low level system interrupts and sequence breaks

occur frequently and asynchronously in Lisp Machine

microcode. This often requires the storage of

registered and/or stacked data before an interrupt or

sequence break can occur. An interrupt is initiated by

the hardware. A sequence break is initiated by the

process scheduler software. For example, an interrupt

occurs when the disk unit locates a requested page of

data; a sequence break occurs when a process' execution

time has expired and another process is started.

The limitations associated with computer

graphics on a stack machine involve the size and

e .
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availability of memory. Fast computer graphics

primitives require many local and internal variables for

storing temporary data. The Lisp Machine does not

provide the graphics programmer an efficient way to use

physical memory as storage areas because every read or

write to C'memory'' is a virtual memory access which may

be interrupted by page fault routines. The only obvious

advantage to maintaining data within internal registers

is that the access time for a data retrieval is

guaranteed to take one machine cycle. Virtual memory

references are almost certain to take longer than one

machine cycle.

A second problem is encountered when interrupts

and sequence breaks occur and take an undetermined

amount of time to complete. This can be a critical

factor when an inordinately long sequence break occurs

in the middle of a display-line or draw-filled-rectangle

operation. In addition, the interrupt or sequence break

may necessitate saving registered data because the

interrupting routine may use some of the same registers

as the interrupted routine. The interrupt handler saves
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the routine's data prior to processing the interrupt.

The data is then restored when the interrupt terminates

and execution is returned to the interrupted routine.

This process is called a stack group switch.

A stack group on the Lisp Machine is analogous

to a function call block on other machines. On the Lisp

Machine the stack is aided by special support hardware

while other systems implement their stacks and heaps in

software. A stack group switch saves the current stack

frame and a predefined list of global registers in a

reserved section physical memory called wired memory.

This process occurs at least twice during a sequence

break; when the sequence break begins, and when the

sequence break terminates. The temporal data held in

the global registers, the stack data, the micro program

counter, the machine control register, and several other

single function registers will be restored when the

sequence break terminates.

To reduce the overhead of stack group switching,

interrupt handler or process scheduler and save machine

cycles, sequence breaks are disabled during the
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execution of the primitive graphics functions and the

scan-line algorithm. Once the overhead associated with

taking a sequence break is eliminated, the average time

needed to execute the primitive graphics function is

reduced.

Since sequence breaks have been eliminated, the

stack may be considered stable for the duration of the

graphics primitive routine and could be used to store

temporary data. A stack pointer and a stack index are

available to the programmer to assist in the storage of

temporary data. By convention, using the stack for

temporary data storage within a primitive routine is not

permitted because of the possibility of corrupting the

structure of the stack.

Another limitation of the of the Lisp Machine's

stack is that the stack pointer and the stack index do

not allow for indirect memory addressing from stacked

data. This type of addressing may be used to reference

the pixmap because although the pixmap is located in

virtual memory, the pixmap RAM is also in physical

memory and has a fixed physical memory address. Pixmap
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addressing could therefore be easily accomplished using

indirect memory addressing.

Instead, to be able to read data from memory

using addresses on the stack, the stacked data must 1)

be read into an internal register (Memory-Data) through

the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) with one instruction 2)

the virtual memory read is initiated with the second

instruction and 3) since the read is a virtual memory

read, another instruction must be used to test for page

faults.

If indirect memory addressing capabilities

existed in the Lisp Machine, the minimum time necessary

to read pixmap data from physical memory could be

reduced by two thirds (to one machine cycle) and reduce

by one the number of temporary registers required.

Instead, three machine cycles are required to read

indirectly addressed data. When many words of data need

to be written at once as in one scan-line, it is easy to

see how this type of memory addressing increases the

execution time of the graphics primitive, particularly

when it occurs within the critical inner loop (while

- _-
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writing to the pixmap).

Read-Modify-Write

One of the most common inner loop functions

performed by graphics primitives is the

read-modify-write cycle. The read-modify-write cycle

involves reading the source data word, reading the

destination word, modifying the destination with the

source word, and writing the modified word to the

destination. When this process is performed in

microcode, the source word and the destination word both

need to be read through the virtual memory system. The

modified word also needs to be written out through the

virtual memory system. Even when of the data is paged

into physical memory, three quarters of this instruction

sequence is spent reading or writing to virtual memory.

A useful extension of this algorithm which can

be used to implement a tiling option like X-windows or

the background color on Apple Macintosh('m) windows is to

allow the intermediate modified word to be written out
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to the destination through a mask (Kaehler, Mok, and

Kare 1983). In this instruction sequence, the source

word is read in immediately followed by the destination

word which, in turn generates the modified word. A mask

may be applied to the modified word to create a new

modified word. This new modified word may then be

written to the destination address. This modified

algorithm effectively increases the percentage of useful

instructions by one third, and reduces the time spent in

virtual memory accessing to two thirds. When this

sequence is implemented in microcode, the total number

of machine cycles increases proportionally, further

slowing the critical inner loop for the graphics

primitive.

Software Constraints

In addition to the limitations imposed by the

hardware design of the Lisp Machine, there are several

software constraints within which the graphics

programmer must work. Although easier to modify than

hardware deficiencies, a microcoded operating system is
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very expensive to change due to its inherent complexity

and the length. Software methodology principles are

used and make it necessary for the various microcode

routines to be modular in design so the redesign of a

few routines does not greatly impact the calling

routines.

Of particular interest to the graphics primitive

programmer are areas of software design which effect

execution time such as interfacing Lisp (user) level and

microcode subroutine calls to graphics primitives,

accessing memory, and operations which are CPU

intensive. Since all higher level function calls to

invoke graphics processing use the graphics primitives,

it is essential for these primitive routines to execute

as quickly as possible, even at the expense of

modularity.

Interface Requirements

On the Lisp Machine, formal parameters are

passed from Lisp to microcoded graphics primitives via
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the stack. Since the formal parameters are defined at

microcode assembly time, their position on the stack is

known. Microcode routines take advantage of these known

parameter positions to pop the arguments off the stack

in a specified order. Argument decoding is relatively

efficient since it requires only two instructions; one

to pop the argument from the stack and one to type check

the argument for validity (character, integer, etc.).

Although the argument decoding is quick, a significant

amount of time during a higher level function call is

spent fetching the instruction. Unfortunately, the

microcoded instruction fetch routine cannot be modified

by the graphics programmer. The time spent fetching the

instruction may be considered as an expensive constant.

Unlike their Lisp level counterparts, microcode

primitives may access their subroutines in two ways.

The first use the stack much like the higher level Lisp

function calls do. A microcode calling routine pushes

typed arguments on the stack in the reverse from which

the subroutine will process them. A call is then made

to the appropriate subroutine. When a subroutine is
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called from microcode, the current routines execution is

suspended until the subroutine's execution is complete.

When the subroutine's execution terminates, the

subroutine types the result and places it on the stack

or in a global register which can be accessed by the

calling routine.

In the second method, the microcode caller

places the arguments directly into the registers used by

the subroutine. The call is then made to a label that

is internal to the subroutine. This label is usually

beyond the part of the subroutine responsible for

popping and type checking the stacked arguments. This

method is more efficient than the first because it saves

the time required to: type the data, push the argument

on the stack, pop the argument off the stack, and type

check the argument.

Memory Accessing

Since all external memory is considered virtual

at the microcode level, each read or write to memory
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requires testing for page faults. Accessing a word of

memory usually occurs without causing a page fault or

using many CPU cycles. Accessing pixmap data may cause

a significant delay in processing time, particularly

when the pixmap array encompasses many pages of virtual

memory. An array holding pixmap data may often be one

megabit or more in length (Christopher 1988). Since

this is larger than the average page of virtual memory,

several page faults are almost certain to occur while

processing the array. When this happens, the virtual

memory reference must be resolved before the selected

word and the remaining data is read. If pixmap data

arrays cause paging while drawing, there may be a slight

hesitation or jitter in the graphics display.

Expensive Primitives

Finally, some microcode routines, such as

multiply and divide, require many machine cycles to

execute. On the Lisp Machine, multiply is implemented

using the shift and add technique. Multiplying two
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32-bit numbers may require as many as 64 machine cycles

to complete. The divide instruction is more complicated

and requires more than 160 machine cycles. The graphics

programmer must be careful not to place calls to CPU

intensive primitives within the inner loops of code.

Calls to these primitives should occur in the setup

procedures or the outer routines. If this precaution is

taken, the graphics programmer may save a considerable

amount of processing time.

Summary

To summarize, the processing of graphics

primitives require hardware and software that is

intelligently designed. Neither the design of the

hardware nor the software should not be antagonistic

toward the implementation of bit-mapped graphics.

Instead, hardware and software system architectures they

should provide the utmost support for bit-mapped

graphics processing (Pike, Guibas, and Ingalls 1984).

Special purpose hardware (like the stack of the Lisp
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Machine) may sometimes be improved to increase the

processing speed of bit-mapped graphics. Some software

routines like the read-modify-write loop could be

implemented in hardware to save valuable machine cycles.

Other areas of software design may limit the number of

CPU intensive instructions from critical inner loops

choosing to place them in the setup routines instead.

t .



CHAPTER 3

THE SCAN-LINE ALGORITHM

The purpose of the scan-line algorithm is to

provide a common routine to move data from a given

source array to the display array in increments called

scan-lines. A scan-line is defined as one horizontal

row of pixels which is less than or equal to the length

of one horizontal trace of a raster scan. The scan-line

algorithm was developed because the Lisp Machine's

general purpose graphics primitives needed an efficient,

common, internal subroutine capable of supporting

different graphical implementations. The scan-line

algorithm conserves both register and instruction

memory, provides software modularity, improves

debugging, and makes graphics processing as efficient as

possible.

As a subroutine, the scan-line algorithm

demonstrates a low degree of coupling and a high degree

34
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of cohesiveness between itself and the calling routine

(Constantine, Myers, and Stevens 74). As a microcode

primitive, it reduces the number of instructions

contained in its inner loop. The main objective of any

microcoded primitive is to provide the fastest CPU

instruction time possible by avoiding the problems

mentioned in the previous chapter where possible.

Formal parameter passing is accomplished by

placing the values in predetermined registers. The

microcode calling routine passes its arguments in

registers to obtain an increase in speed and

performance. The scan-line algorithm provides a boolean

result; true if anything is drawn on the display array,

else false.

The A(BC)*D Solution

The scan-line process copies a scan-line's worth

of data from a source conformable array to a destination

array. (Webster 1981) defines conformal as ''...

having the same shape [or] symmetrical forming ... '' of

the original. Another definition states conformal as
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being the C'formation of something by [the] appropriate

arrangement of parts or elements: an assembling into a

whole.'' A conformal array is an array that maintains

the same storage requirements and header structure in

size and and shape. Only the interpretation of its

implementation is different.

As observed in Figure 3.1, the scan-line

algorithm is memory intensive. The algorithm must read

several words of memory to write one word to the pixmap,

thus moving enormous amounts of data. For example, if

the scan-line algorithm is used to scroll the screen, it

may be necessary to move a million pixels and tens of

thousands of words of memory. When this operation is

performed several times in one second, the number of

words moved can escalate rapidly. It is important for

the scan-line algorithm to execute quickly and

efficiently to prevent pixmap memory movement from

having a visually degrading appearance (Pike, Guibas,

and Ingalls 1984). Since read and write operations are

virtual memory references, the time taken for each read

or write instruction is machine state dependent and may
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take several hundred machine cycles to execute.

1

2

3

4

5

read data from the source array

read data from the destination array

shift source bits to align with destination word

apply source to destination with boolean alu functions

write the modified result to the destination array.

Figure 3.1: Pseudo code implementation for the scan-line algorithm.

Boundary Conditions

One of the basic function of the microcoded

scan-line algorithm is to read and write many words of

data. These words of data are usually aligned on

boundaries defined by the machine's physical memory

architecture. In order to be able to display

bit-aligned graphical data, the microcode must deal with

these limitations and program around these word

boundaries.

v kYtliii a ;vn
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If the source and destination word sizes are

identical, but the source and destination words do not

align on the same architectural word boundary, one word

from the source array will overlap two words in the

destination array (Figure 3.2). Such a condition causes

additional computations to be performed because the

bit-alignment may generate an additional write operation

every time a word is read from the source array.

31s Os 31s Os Source Word
Os Boundaries

Destination Wordm 31d 7m6m Od3ld 7m Odf Boundaries

Misaligned Word Boundaries
Modified area of the destination array.
Note: moving one source word to the
destination may modify two destination
words.

Figure 3.2: Example of word boundary alignments in pixmap imple-
mentations

There are hardware assisted approaches to cope

with the word boundary alignment problem within the CPU.

These include the standard register shifting techniques,
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barrel shifting, and bit-aligned write operations. In

standard shifting, one end of the word (the least

significant bits or most significant bits) is cleared by

shifting the data from its resting position to either

the left or the right, and back again in order to clear

the bits that do not need to be modified. The time

required for this operation is linearly proportional to

the number of bits that need to be shifted (Pike,

Guibas, and Ingalls 1984). Machines like the Lisp

Machine which have a barrel shifter perform this

operation in a single machine cycle. More esoteric

computer systems utilize a bit-wise write operation.

These systems do not have word boundary alignment

problems; however, they may have other problems which

may prevent development of an efficient scan-line

algorithm.

The pixel values which form a contiguous,

horizontal scan-line are read from bits stored in

memory. The bits are grouped into words, and are read

from or written to memory in increments of words. The

physical hardware description defines where word
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boundaries occur in memory. The scan-line algorithm

must compute and modify the precise location of any

single bit within any given word or modify a stream of

bits which encompass several words.

Pike's solution to this problem is exemplified

on the Blit Machine (Pike 1983). The Blit Machine

overcomes the alignment problem by dividing the

overlapping areas of two, conformalized arrays into two

columns. The first column contains the byte located in

the most significant bit positions for a given

destination word. The second column contains the byte

located in the least significant bit positions for any

given destination word. The Blit Machine then fills a

rectangular drawing region by sequentially filling each

byte-wide column while incrementing the Y index. When

one column draw operation completed, the Blit Machine

would reset the Y index and begin drawing the next

column. This process repeats until all of the columns

are drawn.

On the CADR Lisp Machine, the Bitblt instruction

improves the efficiency of this routine (Moon, Stallman,
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and Weinrob 1984). The CADR's Bitblt is designed to

work with bit-arrays that are multiples of 32 wide.

Bitblt also requires the destination array (or pixmap)

to have a fixed width that is an even multiple of the

word size. Like the Blit Machine, Bitblt views a

destination word as being partitioned into two columns:

the first column is n-bits wide, where n is some number

between 0 and the system's word-size; the second column

is computed as 32-n. Bitblt attempts to improve the

efficiency of the Blit Machine's implementation by

computing the setup information for each pair of columns

in each word in the destination array. In Bitblt's

scheme, this pair of columns form a 32-bit wide word

that is of the form:

A*B*

For the Bitblt instruction, each column width is

considered unique. However, each pair of A*B* columns

forms a single destination word. In this

implementation, either column A or B may or may not be

written, depending on the data filling the destination

array word and the source and destination alignment. If

, . . .F .__ .
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drawing commences in the middle of a destination word,

the first column would be considered column A and is not

drawn. If drawing ends in the middle of a destination

word, the last column B is not drawn. In either case,

each column width is computed for each word in the

destination array. All the words in a column are then

drawn in ascending increments of Y.

The scan-line algorithm goes one step further.

If the first and last columns are handled as special

cases, the columns drawn between them are replicating

pairs of columns whose combined width is one word wide

necessitating only a single word write. By performing

the width calculation once for each unique column, the

performance of the scan-line algorithm's inner loop is

greatly improved. The method used for writing this

bit-aligned columnar data using scan-lines is given in

the following formula:

A(BC)*D

where A, B, C, and D define unique columns

between the overlapping word boundaries of the source

and destination arrays. All columns have a width

. -
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attribute. The width of a given column may be as small

as zero or as large as an entire word. Columns A and D

are unique because they always appear once in the setup

calculation of a scan-line and only at the beginning and

end of a scan-line, even if their width is zero. Column

A will illuminate the pixels which are right justified

to the destination word on the pixmap. This correlates

to the first word drawn in that the scan-line.

Similarly, column D will illuminate the pixels that are

left justified to the destination word on the pixmap.

This correlates to the last word drawn by of the

scan-line (Figure 3.3).

Columns B and C are unique because they may

occur a multiple of times in replicating pairs, or they

may occur only once filling an entire destination word,

or they may not occur at all. When they exist, the

combined width of columns B and C always equals one

destination word in width. When column B is given as

n-bits wide, and the width of the destination word is

32-bits, the width of column C is 32-n bits wide.

Applying the A(BC)*D boundary formula to the
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Destination Array
ase Address

Source Array Destination ArraySource Array Base Address Word Boundaries
Offset Length of

Scan-Line

AlB C B C D

Conformal
Source
Array

Column A Column B Column C Column (BC) Column D

Source Array Destination Array
(Max-X, Max-Y) (Max-X, Max-Y)

Figure 3.3: Examples of column alignments on word boundaries us-
ing 3 Scan-Lines.

writing of scan-lines minimizes the number of column

setup calculations to four for each scan-line.

Optimization for special cases are added to delete the

width calculation of column A when both source and

destination align, and the length of the scan-line can

be written with only one write operation. In this case,

if there is scan-line data to write, the number of width

calculations may be reduced to one.

-'*4m$mvv4k , -, '! - pow
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Parametric Input

This section presents and discusses the setup

operations of the scan-line algorithm and the parameters

which must be passed by the calling routine. The setup

operations are not really part of the scan-line

algorithm. They are performed by routines which call

the scan-line algorithm as a subroutine. The formal

parameters that provide the input data to the scan-line

algorithm are defined in Figure 3.4.

These arguments are used to plot the scan-line

on the display screen. The end points X-first and

X-last are used to compute the length of the scan-line.

Last-P is a boolean argument which indicates whether or

not the last end point will be drawn; Nil means no point

is drawn. The Last-P argument is useful when complex

objects are being drawn adjacent to one another and make

use of the same end points. When single pixel clipping

is not permitted, objects which overlap by one pixel may

cause visual errors when used with the ALU exclusive-or

function.
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scan-line(Xfi,,t, Xiast, Last - P, Ciet, Cright, Asrc, Adet, Aluf, C)
point Xirst), Xiast;
predicate Last - P;
clippoint Cleft,Cright;
address Asrc,Adet;
boolean Aluf;

code C;

Xfirst is the beginning bit position of the scan-line.
Xiast is the ending bit position of the scan-line.
Last - P is a boolean predicate used for drawing the last point.
Cleft is the left edge clip point.
Cright is the right edge clip point.
Arc is the decoded address of the first source data word.
Adest is the decoded address of the first destination word.
Aluf is the ALU function applys the source to the destination.
C is the code that implements the scan-line algorithm.

Figure 3.4: Scan-line parameter definitions.

C-left and C-right define the left and right

edges of a clipping rectangle. The scan-line algorithm

does not test for the top and bottom of the clipping

rectangle because the calling microcode routine makes

this test. The setup algorithm will list the tests for

C-top and C-bottom because systems level software

testing of microcode often requires special interface

routines to the microcode.
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A-src and A-dest point to the first address of

the first element of their respective arrays. The

address of the word containing the beginning point

X-first is computed by adding A-dest to X-first after

shifting X-first right by 5-bits. a single instruction

to logically shift 5-bits to the right as the same

result as dividing by 32. The least significant 5-bits

resolve to a bit-offset within a word do not enter into

the address calculation. Under normal operating

conditions, these address calculations are handled by

the array decoding routine.

Although the pseudo code figures in the

following sections are very lisp-like in appearance,

there are many differences. The most most obvious

difference is in the way functional results are

returned. In Lisp, when the instruction (+ Foo Bar) is

executed the result is returned to the user. The user

can then SETQ or SETF that result to some other

variable. In microcode, the result must be put in a

register that is named at the time the instruction is

invoked. The actual microcode does this differently
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than the pseudo code instructions presented here.

Instead, An additional SETQ and destination variable

(register) has been added for clarity.

Another difference between Lisp and the

microcode, is the way function calling works. Lisp does

not have a pipeline to fetch and execute instructions in

parallel and the arguments passed back from the called

routine to the caller may be stored in registers or in

the stack. Special forms of indentation are used to

denote these variable forms of function calling. For

example, when an XCT-NEXT operand is performed, the

instruction immediately following it is backspaced once

to signify that it is already in the pipe and will be

executed prior to executing the first instruction of the

calling routine.

The scan-line algorithm begins by popping these

arguments off the stack and saving the results in

registers. Calling routines like draw-line or Bitblt

place these values in registers and call the scan-line

routine directly, thus saving several machine cycles.

Like any other microcode function, the scan-line routine
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needs to be tested from the Lisp level. The first part

of the setup operation to be performed by the microcode

to support a system level software interface is shown in

Figure 3.5.

Array decoding is performed according to

predefined system constraints. This decoding is

accomplished on the Lisp Machine by special purpose

microcode routines designed to make array decoding fast

and efficient. Array decoding is beyond the scope or

intent of this paper. It is sufficient to know that by

this time the arrays have been decoded and the

appropriate data is stored in predefined global

registers.

The last formal parameter, Last-P, is also the

first argument popped off the stack. The register

containing the Last-P argument's value is tested prior

to executing of the scan-line loop. When Last-P is

true, the length of the scan-line is decremented by one

(line 12). The next three arguments to be popped off

the stack contain values for the height and width of the

destination array and the ALU function.

fr
- - -- .-
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BEGIN-DSL-DRAW

call array decode routines and pop the stack.

1 (POP Last-P)
2 (POP Height)
3 (POP Width)
4 (POP ALU)
5 (POP C-bottom)
6 (POP C-right)
7 (POP C-top)
8 (POP C-left)
9 (IF (> Y (MIN Y-Max C-bottom)) GO False)

10 (IF (< Y (MAX Y-0 C-top)) GO False)

Set up the source array X and Y offset so as to start on
the correct source array word. This allows gray and color
stipple patterns to mesh correctly in the destination
array.

11 (CALL MAKE-CONFORMAL Source-Array)
12 (IF CLip-right (-I X-right))
13 (SETQ X-left (MAX X-first X-0 C-left))
14 (SETQ X-right (MIN X-right X-max C-right))
15 (IF (> X-left X-right) GO False)

DSL-DRAW-IT
16 (SETQ temp (LDB #o0533 X-left))
17 (SETQ M-T (LDB #o0005 X-left))
18 (SETQ M-E (+ A-DEST-BASE temp))
19 (IF (> M-E A-DEST-LENGTH) False)

Calculate the width of this scan-line and put it in M-1
then call DRAW-SCAN-LINE

20 (CALL-XCT-NEXT DRAW-SCAN-LINE)
21 (SETQ M-1 (- X-right X-left))

Figure 3.5: Initial parametric evaluation steps for system level inter-
facing.
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The next four variables are provided for

completeness since they are usually computed by higher

level microcode routines. The values obtained from

C-left, C-top, C-right, and C-bottom define the clipping

rectangle. The clipping rectangle defines a bounding

box within which drawing can be performed.

Aligning Source With Destination

Among the operations to be performed before

drawing a scan-line are the decoding and conformal

alignment of the source and destination arrays. The

arrays are passed as arguments to routines like Bitblt

or draw-line which then make calls to the scan-line

subroutine. The decoding of the source and destination

array structures, and the conformal alignment of the

source array onto the destination array are handled by

the calling routine. The variables returned from the

array decoding are used by the scan-line algorithm for

checking boundary conditions while drawing. The

variables returned from a decoded single dimensional,

displaced array and stored for use by the scan-line
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routine are shown in Figure 3.6.

X is the initial X dimension offset in the array
Y is the initial Y dimension offset in the array
Xmax is the maximum size of the array's X dimension in bits
Ymax is the maximum size of the array's Y dimension in bits
Abase is the base virtual memory address of the array
Aoffset is the wrap-around increment for the Y index
Alength is the arrays length

Figure 3.6: Example of decoded array variables.

These decoded array variables are available for

source and destination arrays. The first test performed

before entering the scan-line algorithm is to compare

the current value of the Y index against the values

supplied for Y-top (also called A-base) and Y-max. The

origin (0,0) is at the top left of the screen and any

positive increment of Y moves the scan-line down the

screen, therefore the current value of Y must be

positive since negative values are off the screen. The

scan-line algorithm also tests the value Y-max. If the

current value of Y is greater than Y-max, the scan-line

is beyond the edge of the screen array, and the

algorithm returns false.
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The values for X and X-max must also be tested

against the upper and lower bounds of the X index. In

the case of a scan-line, there are two potential upper

and lower bounds for every drawing. The first set of

boundary conditions relates to the X dimension of the

destination array. When a scan-line is drawn below the

lower or above the upper bound of the array, a system

failure will occur. When the scan-line is drawn within

the bounds of the array, but below the value for X(O) or

beyond the value of X-max, an object maybe overwritten.

X-left and X-right denote the edge limits of the

scan-line.

The clipping rectangle is a predefined region

used by the higher Lisp level bitmap graphics routines.

The clipping rectangle to describes a rectangular region

of the screen within which drawing is permitted. This

is sometimes called the drawable region of the screen

since drawing outside the clipping rectangle is not

permitted. This is true even if the programmer requests

that drawing be done using coordinate points outside the

drawable region. The drawing of scan-lines takes into
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account the size and dimensions of the clipping

rectangle. Scan-lines are not permitted above the

minimum or below the maximum Y values for the clipping

rectangle. The clipping rectangle is defined by the

left, top, right, and bottom edges whose values are

stored in registers C-left, C-top, C-right, and C-bottom

respectively.

The register values of X-left and X-right are

used to denote the minimum left and maximum right

drawable pixels requested by the calling routine.

X-left is calculated to be the maximum of X(O) and

C-left. X-right is the minimum of X-max and C-right.

These values are calculated during the setup and testing

phase (lines 13 and 14) of the scan-line algorithm.

(Figure 3.5)

The source array is made conformable to the

destination array because the source array may be some

simple stipple pattern that is replicated in both X and

Y dimensions across the screen array. This operation is

usually performed only once for each source array setup

prior to calling the scan-line routine. The setup
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operation takes the parametric X and Y indices and

performs a Modulo function on both dimensions: (MOD

X-left X-max) and (MOD Y Y-MAX). This guarantees that a

stipple patterned source array will always align with

the screen in exactly the same way each time the array

is used, no matter where it may be drawn on the screen.

The other variables returned from the array

decoding are the A-base, A-offset, and A-length values

of the array. A-base is the base address of the array.

All address calculations are based on this address.

A-offset is here for completeness. A-offset is used to

increment the Y index by a calling routine which draws

more complex objects. A-offset is necessary with a

displaced, conformal array implementation because the

increment value for the Y index is different than X-max.

A-length is the maximum displacement from the base

address that can be addressed within the arrays bounds.

The value obtained from adding A-length and A-base is a

hard limit, and any drawing past that point is likely to

cause a system error.
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After the values for X-left and X-right have

been computed by clipped them by the array boundaries

and clipping rectangle, the length of the scan-line is

tested for a positive value (line 15). In some

implementations, it is desirable to have the scan-line

drawn from either direction: a positive scan-line

length indicates a left-to-right drawing mode, and

negative scan-line length indicates a right-to-left

drawing mode. For this implementation, the

right-to-left drawing mode was not implemented because

it would require many more microcode instructions and a

couple more registers. The benefits obtained by

implementing both drawing modes was not out-weighed by

the value of the resources required. When a negative

scan-line length is requested, the routine calls False

which returns the value Nil to the caller and does not

perform the drawing operation.

Prohibiting Sequence Breaks

Graphics primitives are responsible for moving

enormous data. This data needs to be moved accurately

_. .
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and timely. At the microcode level, every read and

write operation is scrupulously checked for bad data.

Every variable popped off the stack or read from memory

is systematically type-checked for validity. These

physical tests on the data are necessary to prevent a

catastrophic error. Some parameters, however, cannot be

tested. Addresses and pointers are among these

parameters. Although pointers can be typed, the

validity of pointer values cannot be established.

Similarly, the validity of an address cannot always be

maintained. For example, when a pointer is followed to

a logical structure, it is possible that the structure

has been moved and a forwarding pointer left in its

place. Data read from this location is no longer valid.

If data is written to this location (or beyond as when

incremental array values are written) the state of the

operating system may be corrupted. Instead, the

primitive routine needs to follow the forwarding pointer

to its logical conclusion.

Structures are displaced in memory when a

sequence break occurs. These can be sequence breaks for

,.
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the garbage collector or for other primitive drawing

routines. When the garbage collector runs, objects are

moved from one half of memory to another in an attempt

to reclaim unused (garbage) memory. When another

graphics primitive routine is executed, it will decode

its array values and store its parameters in the same

internal registers as the scan-line primitive does. For

this reason, after the arrays have been decoded, their

variables stored in internal registers, and execution of

the scan-line algorithm has begun, sequence breaks and

equal or lower level interrupts are prohibited. This

tactic prevents other routines from decoding arrays and

changing the values on the array register scratch pad.

Setup Operations

The scan-line algorithm, with its arrays and

plethora of variables already set, is now ready to begin

the drawing operation. The first stage of the drawing

operation is to compute the address of the first word of

the scan-line. X-first is the address offset from the

base address A-base to the first pixel of the scan-line.
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The first word address is calculated by first dividing

X-first by the word size. Since most memory

architectures use word sizes that are a multiple of 2

(like 32), a performance enhancement strategy is to

logically shift X-first to the right by 5-bits. The

result is then added to A-base to resolve the first word

address. The five bits that are shifted off of X-first

are also stored in a temporary register, M-T. These bits

are the bit-offset into the first word that X-first

points to.

After the first word address is calculated, it

is tested against the destination array length. The

register A-dest-length contains the VMA word address of

the last word of the array (Figure 3.5). If the first

word address calculated is beyond the length of the

array, a nil value is returned (line 19). When the

first word address is less that the length of the array,

the number of pixels that need to be processed is

computed (line 21) and stored in the temporary register

M-1. Draw-Scan-Line is then called (line 20).
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Write A

Figure 3.7 shows a portion of the scan-line

algorithm that is used to write the the first column, A.

The length of the pre-drawn scan-line is tested (line

22). If the length of the scan-line is less than or

equal to zero, no line is drawn and the routine

terminates. Otherwise, the initial pixel offset into

the first word (M-1) is added to the length of the

scan-line (M-T) and the result is stored in M-K. The

value in M-K has two meanings: the most significant

27-bits are a word count for this scan-line, and the

least significant 5-bits are the final bit-offset. The

word count is computed by dividing M-K by 32 (a right

shift of 5) and storing the result in M-D. The word

count in M-D will be checked before each new write

operation is started. If M-D is zero, the algorithm

terminates.

Since the load byte instruction (line 24) does

not alter the value in M-K, the least significant 5-bits

can be used when needed to compute the length of the

last column, D. Now that the word count has been
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computed, a conformal word needs to be selected from the

source array to begin drawing this scan-line. The

correct X indice from the source array is selected by

performing a Modulo operation on the selected X index

and the source array's X-max value. The current value

for X is divided by A-src-max-X to so that the correct

conformal word is written to the destination array.

This defines a stipple or replicating pattern that will

visually align with any location on the screen. It is

more desirable to replicate small source array patterns

than to error on a boundary condition. The divide

instruction (line 26) divides the value in temporary

register M-1 by the value in temporary register M-2, and

the quotient is left in M-1 while the remainder is

discarded.

Lines 28, 29, and 30 initiate the reading of an

aligned source array word. M-1 contains the conformal

source word offset and is placed into A-src-x for

processing by the DSL-INC-X subroutine. When DSL-INC-X

is complete, the flow of execution returns (line 30) and

the source data word is stored in the temporary register
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M-J.

After reading the source word, the program reads

the destination word by first reading the address stored

in M-E (line 31). Since VMA read and write operations

may take several machine cycles to execute, it is

possible to execute other instructions while the VMA

read or write is being performed, provided the desired

data isn't being referenced. The check-page-read

operand signals the VMA mapping hardware that a read has

been initiated which will allow page fault interrupts to

occur (line 32). If a page fault does occur, processing

will halt on this instruction until the interrupt has

been handled.

The next three lines (lines 33-35) check the

special case where column D is written. The jump is

taken only when a one word scan-line is requested. The

scan-line word count is decremented. If the word count

equals zero, no more words will be written. The code

for drawing intermediate columns B and C is skipped.

Regardless of whether the jump is taken, the destination

data in Memory-Data is first stored in A-dest-data.
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22 (WHEN
(NOT (> M-1 A-ZERO)) DSL-EXIT);; exit if length zero

23 (SETQ M-K (+ M-T M-1)) ;; add offset 2 length
24 (SETQ M-D (LDB #o3305 M-K)) ;; compute ending addr
25 (SETQ M-1 (LDB #o3305 M-C)) ;; (MOD X Max-X)
26 (CALL-XCT-NEXT DIV)
27 (SETQ M-2 A-SRC-MAX-X) ;; save ending addr
28 (CALL-XCT-NEXT DSL-INC-X) ;; get 1st source addr
29 (SETQ A-SRC-X M-1)
30 (SETQ M-J A-SRC-DATA) ;; store src data word
31 (SETQ VMA-START-READ M-E) ;; initiate VMA read
32 (CHECK-PAGE-READ) ;; wait for interrupt
33 (SETQ M-Q (- M-T 32)) ;; decf word count
34 (IF (= M-D 0) ;; handle special case

JUMP-XCT-NEXT DSL-LAST-WORD) ;; = 32-bits
35 (SETQ A-DEST-DATA Memory-Data) ;; save dest. data
36 (SETQ IMOD-LOW ;; rotate source word

(DPB M-Q IMOD-BYTE-LENGTH M-T))
37 (SETQ M-J

(DPB M-J (BYTE-FIELD 0 0) A-ZERO))
38 (SETQ IMOD-LOW ;; rotate dest. word

(DPB M-Q IMOD-BYTE-LENGTH M-T))
39 (SETQ M-1 (DPB Memory-Data (BYTE-FIELD 0 0) A-ZERO))
40 (SETQ IMOD-LOW A-ALUF) ;; setup ALU function
41 (SETQ M-J (SETZ M-1 M-J)) ;; apply src to dest
42 (SETQ IMOD-LOW ;, rotate, write, wait

(DPB M-Q IMOD-BYTE-LENGTH A-T))
43 (SETQ MD-START-WRITE

(DPB M-J (BYTE-FIELD 0 0) A-DEST-DATA))
44 (CHECK-PAGE-WRITE) ;; wait for write
45 (SETQ M-Q SETZ (M-CONSTANT 40)) ;; clear regs for next
46 (JUMP-XCT-NEXT DSL-LOOP-1) ;; go loop on BC*
47 (SETQ M-T SETZ A-ZERO)

Figure 3.7: Drawing the first column.

-- l- I 'I - --- , - - - , -
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Creation of the modified word occurs in lines 36

through 41, and the result is written in lines 42 and

43. Lines 36 and 37 provide the first IMOD example.

Line 36 loads the IMOD register with the bit value

stored in M-T. The M-Q register is dummiedd' out to

keep the assembler happy since the deposit-byte (DPB)

instruction requires a source data word to be processed

by the barrel shifter. The shifted result is ignored

and the data in M-T is moved into the byte field

shift-amount section of the IMOD register. When the

next instruction is executed, the byte field specifier

in line 37 is ignored, and the byte field specifier

loaded in the IMOD register is used instead. This

allows the shift-amount to be dynamic with each

scan-line drawn while still using the minimal number of

statements. Lines 36 and 37 will shift the source data

word into the correct position, and the arithmetic logic

unit applies the source word to the destination word

using the boolean function in register A-aluf.

Lines 38 and 39 are similar to those found in

lines 36 and 37 except that the program shifts the

- .
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destination word. Lines 40 and 41 cause the ALU

function to be applied to the rotated source and

destination words. As in the previous byte instruction,

the ALU operation is dummied out and the operation

loaded in the IMOD register takes precedence.

In lines 42 and 43, the modified word is shifted

back into position and deposited into the original

destination word. The data is loaded into the IMOD

register's shift amount location, and applied to the

next instruction. Like other deposit-byte instructions,

the source data byte (the modified word in M-J) is

rotated into the correct position and deposited into the

original destination word, leaving the rest of the data

in the destination word unmodified. The result is

placed into the Memory-Data register and a VMA write

operation is initiated (line 43). Line 44 causes page

fault interrupts to be turned on so they may be

processed if necessary.

Lines 45, 46 and 47 cause the count and position

variables to be cleared from their registers. Since the

column size and position variables for column A are
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unique to column A and are no longer needed, the

registers will be used again to compute the width of the

(BC)* column pairs.

Write (BC)*

This section describes how the replicating pairs

of columns described by (BC)* are drawn. The algorithm

for this section of the scan-line algorithm can be seen

in Figure 3.8.

There are two labels to note in this section:

DSL-LOOP, and DSL-LOOP-1. DSL-LOOP performs the write

operation of the (BC)* column pair. DSL-LOOP-1 performs

the setup operation for both source and destination

words. Since the modified source word is aligned with

the destination array's word boundaries, only one write

operation needs to be performed to write a 2 byte word;

i.e. the columns (BC)* are written together.

In Figure 3.8, the unmodified destination data

is moved into A-dest-data (line 48). The source data

and the destination data to be modified in accordance

with the ALU function are found in lines 49, and 50.
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The ALU function is then loaded into the IMOD register

(line 49) and the data is modified (line 50).

Lines 51, 52, and 53 deposit the modified data

into an unmodified copy of the destination word (M-K)

and the resultant data is placed into Memory-Data and a

VMA write operation is initiated. Processing will

continue once the virtual memory write is completed.

When column A finishes processing, a jump is

taken to the label DSL-LOOP-1 where the flow of control

continues (line 54). The first operation performed is

to increment the destination word address so that the

next sequential word is altered. Line 55 calls

DSL-INC-X to increment the source array's X index and

read the next source word. Line 56 decrements word

length counter for this scan-line.

In lines 57 and 58, the updated VMA address in

M-E is read from memory to read the new destination

word. After the destination and source words are read,

the word count is tested to see if more words remain to

be written. If there are one or more words left in this

scan-line, execution is passed to DSL-LOOP which draws
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the next word. The source data is moved into the

temporary register M-J whether or not the jump in line

59 is taken. If the jump is not taken, the last

destination word is moved into its holding register

(A-dest-data) in line 61.

DSL-LOOP ;; here for more BC
48 (SETQ A-DEST-DATA MEMORY-DATA) ;; setup dest. data
49 (SETQ IMOD-LOW A-ALUF) ;; apply ALU Operation
50 (SETQ M-J (SETZ MEMORY-DATA M-J)) ;; modify data 2 M-J
51 (SETQ IMOD-LOW ,; deposit,

(DPB M-Q IMOD-BYTE-LENGTH M-T))
52 (SETQ MD-START-WRITE ;; write,

(DPB M-J (BYTE-FIELD 0 0) A-DEST-DATA))
53 (CHECK-PAGE-WRITE) ;; wait on write

DSL-LOOP-1
54 (SETQ M-E (+ M-E 1)) ;; increment dest.
55 (CALL-XCT-NEXT DSL-INC-X) ;; get next src word
56 (SETQ M-D (- M-D 1)) ;; decrement wd count

57 (SETQ VMA-START-READ M-E) ;; read next dest.
58 (CHECK-PAGE-READ) ;; wait on read

59 (IF (> M-D 0) ,, if more words left,
JUMP-XCT-NEXT DSL-LOOP) ;; write column pair

60 (SETQ M-J A-SRC-DATA) ;; save source data
;; save last dest.

61 (SETQ A-DEST-DATA MEMORY-DATA) ;; for last column

Figure 3.8: Drawing the (BC)* column pair.

'A - 11
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Write D

Column D is the last column written and, in

special cases, may be the only column written. Figure

3.9 displays the portion of the scan-line algorithm

which draws column D.

The processing for column D is not as simple as

the processing for columns B and C because like column

A, column D has a portion of the final destination word

which remains unmodified. The processing for the last

word begins by counting the remaining number of pixels

to be drawn. This number is stored in the least

significant 5-bits in register M-K. Line 62 removes any

excess bits from the high order 27-bits in M-K and

leaves only the least significant 5-bits.

Line 64 makes a final test to see if all pixels

have been written. If there is no data left to write,

then the last column D, has zero width. This situation

occurs when the scan-line ends exactly on a word

boundary.
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draw the last word in this scan-line.
DSL-LAST-WORD

62 (SETQ M-K ;; pixels remaining
(LDB M-K (BYTE-FIELD 5 0) A-ZERO))

(SETQ M-K (- M-K M-T))
(IF (= M-K 0) DSL-EXIT)

65 (SETQ IMOD-LOW
(DPB M-K IMOD-BYTE-LENGTH M-T))

66 (SETQ M-J (DPB M-J (BYTE-FIELD 0 0)

adjust position

;; exit if all done

set right side
;; of the last word

A-ZERO))

67 (SETQ IMOD-LOW ;; put answer in dest
(DPB M-K IMOD-BYTE-LENGTH M-T))

68 (SETQ M-1 (DPB MEMORY-DATA (BYTE-FIELD 0 0) A-ZERO))

69

70
(SETQ IMOD-LOW A-ALUF)

((M-1) SETZ M-1 M-J)
; Apply ALU function

;; combine src/dest

71 (SETQ IMOD-LOW ;; wri
(DPB M-K IMOD-BYTE-LENGTH M-T))

72 (SETQ MD-START-WRITE
(DPB M-1 (BYTE-FIELD 0 0) A-DEST-DATA)

73 (CHECK-PAGE-WRITE) ;; wai

74 (JUMP DSL-EXIT)

te last word

;; no more words

Figure 3.9: Drawing the last column.

63

64
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Lines 65 through 70 cause the partially modified

word of the last column to be built similar to column A.

The IMOD register is loaded with the amount to shift the

source word into position (line 65). In the next

statement, the IMOD instruction rotates the source data

word. In lines 67 and 68, the destination word is

rotated into the same position as the source data word.

The next two lines apply the partial source word to the

partial destination word according to the ALU function

and deposit the resulting partial modified word into

register M-1.

Lines 71, 72 and 73 combine the partial,

modified word with the remaining unmodified bits in the

destination word. The result is deposited into the

Memory-Data register and a virtual memory write

operation is initiated. When the VMA access completes,

the routine terminates and calls DSL-EXIT.

Subroutines

This section describes the subroutines used by

the scan-line algorithm. These subroutines are

ate-
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essential for a fast, efficient scan-line algorithm and

should be implemented to support scan-line drawing

operations.

The first subroutine that the scan-line

algorithm uses is MAKE-CONFORMAL and can be seen in

Figure 3.10. MAKE-CONFORMAL initializes the source and

the destination arrays and sets up the following

registers: A-dest-base, A-src-y, and A-src-offset.

Lines 75 through 78 calculate the number of

scan-lines from the top of the screen to the beginning

of the current scan-line. The address of the first word

of this scan-line is computed by multiplying Y times the

number of words in the Y offset and adding that quantity

to the arrays base address. The Y offset is the number

of words that the Y address calculation needs to be

incremented by in order to achieve one increment in the

Y index. Register M-A contains the Y index on which

this scan-line is draws. Register A-dest-offset

contains the number of words to increment the

destination array's Y index by in order to achieve a

vertical increment of one in the destination array. The

s .. . _ - - - -
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result of the multiplication of Y with the Y offset

yields a displacement. This displacement, when added to

the destination array's base address, yields the address

of the first word of this scan-line (X(O),Y). The

resultant base address for this scan-line is deposited

in register A-dest-base for use by the scan-line

routine.

With the destination array's Y base address

calculated, the next procedure calculates the conformal

Y index and base address for the source array. The

source array needs to be made conformal to the

destination array because many different source arrays

are small, repetitive arrays that are used to generate

stipple patterns on the screen. These arrays need to be

replicated in both the X and Y dimensions so that their

patterns will align properly no matter where they are

placed on the screen. This is accomplished with a

modulo operation in lines 79 through 82. In line 79,

the current Y value for the destination array is loaded

into register M-1. The current value of the source

arrays maximum Y value is loaded into register M-2. The

- n -
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call is made to divide M-2 by M-1 in line 80. The

result is returned through register M-1 and in line 82,

the normalized source Y index is stored in register

A-src-Y.

If the result found in M-1 is found to be

negative, the result needs to be normalized (line 87)

within the minimum and maximum range of Y. If the result

in M-1 is zero, then the source offset is saved in

A-source-offset and execution is returned to the caller

(line 86). However, if the result in M-1 is still

positive, then the normalized source offset can be

calculated in an iterative manner. Lines 88 through 91

perform this iteration until the source offset is

normalized and the flow of execution is returned to the

caller.

The DSL-INC-X subroutine is responsible for

incrementing the source arrays X index checking it

against the source arrays maximum X index, and reading

the next data word. Since source data words may be read

several times for each scan-line, this subroutine is

reduced to a minimum number of executable statements.

Fes;
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When a call is DSL-INC-X, the current value of X in

A-src-X is stored in temporary register M-1 (line 92).

M-1 is tested against the source arrays maximum X value

stored in A-src-max-X. If the value in M-1 is less than

the maximum X value, the subroutine branches to

DSL-INC-X-1 (line 93). Otherwise, the current X for the

source array is reset to zero (line 94).

Line 95 then takes the source arrays offset and

puts it in M-1. The offset plus the current value of

the X indice yields the address of the next sequential

source arrays word (line 96). A virtual memory read is

requested and page fault interrupts are accepted (lines

97 and 98). When the virtual memory reference returns,

the source arrays X index is incremented (line 100) and

the new data word is taken from the Memory-Data register

and stored in A-src-data (line 99) and execution is

returned to the caller.

The last subroutine is the DSL-EXIT subroutine.

This routine clears out registers that are normally

saved during sequence breaks when the stack is swapped

out to memory. Since the Lisp Machine types and checks
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its data at the microcode level, registers that contain

untyped data need to be cleared before the routine can

exit. The Lisp Machine reserves data types 0, and -1 as

fixed, integer numbers so that registers can be easily

typed (zeroed) in this manner.

After the scan-line algorithm clears and types

the registers, the routine prepares to terminate and

return a value of True to the caller. This is done by

branching to the exit routine True after the scan-line

is drawn (line 103). The routine True will then put the

typed value T on the stack and return execution to the

calling routine.

"*New,%
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MAKE-CONFORMAL
Subroutine to initialize source and destination data arrays

75

76

77

Calculate the number of rows from the top of the screen
(SETQ Q-R M-A) ; ; Current Y * offset
(CALL-XCT-NEXT MULTIPLY) ; ; yields address

(SETQ M-1 A-DEST-OFFSET) ;; displacement to Y

78 (SETQ A-DEST-BASE ADD A-DEST-BASE Q-R);; Y physical addr.

79
80
81
82

Calculate the initial source Y posit:
(SETQ M-1 M-A)
(CALL-XCT-NEXT DIV)

(SETQ M-2 A-SRC-MAX-Y)
(SETQ A-SRC-Y M-1)

83 (IF (< M-1 0)
JUMP-XCT-NEXT DSL-AS-1)

84 (SETQ M-2 A-ZERO)
85 (IF (NOT (EQUAL M-1 0)

JUMP DSL-SETUP-OFFSET)
86 (AND-POPJ (SETQ A-SRC-OFFSET 0)

DSL-AS-1
87 (SETQ M-1 (+ M-1 A-SRC-MAX-Y))

DSL-SETUP-OFFSET

88 (SETQ M-2 (+ M-2 A-SRC-MAX-x))
89 (IF (> M-1 1)

JUMP-XCT-NEXT DSL-SETUP-OFFSET)
90 (SETQ M-1 (- M-1 1))
91 (AND-POPJ (A-SRC-OFFSET) M-2)

ion

; current Y to M-A
; (Mod To-Y Max-Y)

; normalized src Y

if negative, inc
;; by Y-max
; clear temp. reg.
; not done yet

; else done, return

; wrap-a-round case

; ;.
; ;3

; ;.

;;
. .

i,

increment until
M-1 is zero

return when X is

normalized

Figure 3.10: Conformable source and destination arrays.



routine to increment source X and read data
C

92 (SETQ M-1 A-SRC-X)
93 (IF (< M-1 A-SRC-MAX-X)

JUMP DSL-INC-X-1)
94 (SETQ A-SRC-X 0)

DSL-INC-X-1
95 (SETQ M-1 A-SRC-OFFSET)
96 (SETQ M-1 (+ M-1 A-SRC-X))

97

98
(SETQ VMA-START-READ (+ M-1

(CHECK-PAGE-READ)

99 (AND-POPJ-XCT-NEXT

(SETQ A-SRC-DATA MEMORY-
100 (SETQ A-SRC-X (+ 1 A-SRC-X))

; set current X

; check boundary

;; else reset X

;;set source offset

;; inc I and read

A-SRC-BASE))

;; store source data
DATA))

;; inc x and return

Figure 3.11: Incrementing the source array data.

DSL-EXIT
101 (SETQ M-J 0)
102 (SETQ M-D 0)
103 (JUMP-XCT-NEXT True)
104 (SETQ M-C 0)

;; clean up odd ball
;; registers and leave

;; return T to caller

Figure 3.12: Closing down the scan-line algorithm.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a microcode implementation

of the scan-line algorithm implemented on the Lisp

Machine. This microcode primitive is called by many

other microcode graphics routines to draw pixmap data

efficiently.

The scan-line algorithm presents a new approach

for implementing a graphics display primitive by using

the A(BC)*D approach to column ordering to overcome the

obstacles of word boundaries. The A(BC)*D technique

helps create a fast, efficient algorithm because it

keeps the number of instructions in the algorithm's

inner loop to a minimum. The speed of the scan-line

algorithm is increased by keeping the number of complex,

CPU intensive instructions and the use of subroutines

like multiply, divide, and make-conformal at a minimum.

When these routines occur, their impact on the speed of

79
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the scan-line algorithm is reduced by placing them in

the outer setup routines where they are executed once

for each scan-line. The scan-line algorithm employs the

A(BC)*D technique over the B*C* technique because the

destination word defined by (BC)* is only written once,

where as the other method writes each column byte

separately. If the B*C* technique requires n memory

writes to complete, the A(BC)*D technique will require

(n/2)+2 writes to complete. This translates to almost

50% fewer memory write operations.

Other subroutines which need to be executed

several times for each iteration of the scan-line

algorithm are implemented using increments and

decrements inside a tight inner loop instead of

multiplies and divides. This also helps speed up the

scan-line algorithm because the results from these

subroutines take less time to compute than their more

costly counterparts. These factors help to create a

fast, efficient, general purpose drawing algorithm upon

which the graphics primitives of the Lisp Machine are

built.
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There are enhancements that can be made to the

scan-line algorithm that were not possible during the

algorithms development life cycle. The first

enhancement to the scan-line algorithm is to modify the

algorithm for a pixmap or destination array that

implements each pixel with multiple bits. Multiple bit

pixmaps are common on color and gray-scale displays.

The second enhancement to the scan-line

algorithm is to augment the read-modify-write operation

to a read-modify-write-through-mask operation. This can

be done in software, however, the maximum benefit would

be realized if the implementation is built in hardware.

By masking the modified word prior to writing it out to

the destination, the user will be able to perform tiling

and filling operations using fewer CPU cycles. This

also removes the burden of calculating an objects

interior dimensions or edge boundaries when filling a

region.
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Finally, the increased overhead in the time to

setup the variables and the large number dynamic

registers needed are offset by the overall speed and

efficiency of the scan-line algorithm. Not having to

calculate each word boundary column width, and iterating

when divides would suffice, helps create a fast,

efficient primitive.
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